SUITEABLE / AVAILABLE PROPERTIES

LAND

ALASKA

Tok Administrative Site-Tract 19A
AK Hwy Milepost 1313
Tok AK 99780
Landholding Agency: GSA
Property Number: 54202030002
Status: Excess
GSA Number: 9-I-AK-1295AA
Directions:
Land Holding Agency: DOI-US Fish & Wildlife Service; Disposal Agency: GSA.
Comments:
1 acre of land with 80 ft. water well; underground power pedestal; airplane storage; contact GSA for more information.

UNSUITABLE PROPERTIES

BUILDING

COLORADO

Helicopter Support
Building #198
Mesa Verde National Park
Mesa Verde CO 81330
Landholding Agency: DOI
Property Number: 61202030010
Status: Excess
Directions:
PMIS #305947, RPUID:46346
Comments:
Building has deteriorated to the point it will collapse.
Reasons:
Structural Damage - Extensive Deterioration
UNSUITABLE PROPERTIES
BUILDING
MONTANA

Kersey Cabin T9S R107W Sec. 23
See Directions
Cooke City MT
Landholding Agency: USDA
Property Number: 15202030083
Status: Unutilized
Directions:
Gardiner Ranger District, Cooke City, Montana, Kersey Lake; T9S R107W Section 23.
Lat/Long: 45.031237, -109.833659.

Comments:
Building is tilting due to poor foundation and deterioration of logs. Hike in access.
Offsite removal-structure unsound
Reasons:
Inaccessible. Isolated area. Structural Damage - Extensive Deterioration

NEW MEXICO

Notches Comm. Tower Shelter
See Directions
Grants NM
Landholding Agency: USDA
Property Number: 15202030084
Status: Unutilized
Directions:
Notches Communication Tower
Contact USDA for more information.
Comments:
Structure is rotten and deteriorating; roof is damaged and partially removed.
Reasons:
Structural Damage - Extensive Deterioration
UNSUITABLE PROPERTIES
BUILDING
NEW YORK

Building 0754 LP Equipment Storage
B/0754 95 Rutherford Drive
Upton NY 11973
Landholding Agency: DOE
Property Number: 41202030005
Status: Excess
Comments:
Located in secure area. No public access. Poor condition, deterioration.
Reasons:
Other - Underground facility cast-in-place. Structural Damage - Extensive Deterioration

VIRGINIA

Bays Garage
526 Willis Street
Fredericksburg VA 22401
Landholding Agency: DOI
Property Number: 61202030005
Status: Excess
Directions:
Fredericksburg and Spotsylvania National Military Park. RPUID:246824
Comments:
Poor condition. Structure will collapse if moved.
Reasons:
Structural Damage - Extensive Deterioration
UNSUITABLE PROPERTIES
BUILDING
VIRGINIA

Struder House
522 Willis Street
Fredericksburg VA 22401
Landholding Agency: DOI
Property Number: 61202030006
Status: Excess
Directions:
Fredericksburg and Spotsylvania National Military Park. RPUID:244882
Comments:
Poor/deteriorating condition. Lead based paint present. Offsite removal only, structure will collapse if moved.
Reasons:
Documented Deficiencies-Contamination. Structural Damage - Extensive Deterioration

Bays House
526 Willis Street
Fredericksburg VA 22401
Landholding Agency: DOI
Property Number: 61202030007
Status: Excess
Directions:
Fredericksburg and Spotsylvania National Military Park. RPUID:246815
Comments:
Structural damage and water infiltration.
Reasons:
Other - Bldg. cannot be moved. Will collapse. Structural Damage - Extensive Deterioration

Runion House
12503 Plantation Drive
Spotsylvania VA 22551
Landholding Agency: DOI
Property Number: 61202030008
Status: Excess
Directions:
Fredericksburg and Spotsylvania National Military Park. RPUID:116022
Comments:
   Poor condition. Offsite removal only, building not structurally sound to move.
Reasons:
   Structural Damage - Extensive Deterioration
UNSUITABLE PROPERTIES
BUILDING
VIRGINIA

Whitlock House
8204 Brock Road
Spotsylvania VA 22553
Landholding Agency: DOI
Property Number: 61202030009
Status: Excess
Directions:
   Fredericksburg and Spotsylvania National Military Park. RPUID:251622
Comments:
   Poor/deteriorating condition. Asbestos present. Offsite removal-structure will collapse.
Reasons:
   Structural Damage - Extensive Deterioration. Other - Life estate. Documented Deficiencies-Contamination

MISSISSIPPI

Puskus Toilet #5
See Directions
Lafayette MS
Landholding Agency: USDA
Property Number: 15202030082
Status: Unutilized
Directions:
   CORRECTION-Property was listed as inventory number M545 and should have been listed as M546.
   USDA-Inventory number M546. Lat 34.438005, Long -89.351760, Section 25, T7S, R2W.
Comments:
   Possible biohazard due to human waste.
Reasons:
   Isolated area. Other - Pit toilet